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The Making of Homeric Verse 1987 this volume collects for the first time the works articles m a thesis
dissertations and journal extracts of milman parry whose death at thirty three brought to a precipitous end the
career of one of the leading classical scholars of our century
The making of Homeric verse 1980 in a follow up to his previous homeric studies noted classicist paolo vivante
explores homer s verse highlighting rhythm rather than metre rhythmical qualities he argues constitute the
force of the verse for example in the way the words take position and in the way each pause hints suspense
producing an immediate sense of time vivante s main concern is not with the techniques or rules of the verse
composition but more philosophically with verse itself as a fundamental form of human expression this study
will be of interest to both students and scholars
Introduction to the Language and Verse of Homer 1885 this book is the first line by line analysis of
enjambement and verse internal breaks throughout the entire iliad addressing larger stylistic questions
concerning genre effect and the manipulation and enjambing of formulae higbie examines a wide range of
literary structures including speeches similes battle scenes and catalogues a fundamental and thorough
examination of enjambement in homeric verse this work will become a standard reference for scholars and
students of homer
Homeric Rhythm 1997-10-28 spuriously attributed to homer the hymns and invocations collected in this book
constitute alongside the iliad and the odyssey the great sources of ancient greek poetry now thelma sargent has
rendered these works into a lucid and beautiful english verse accompanying the translated texts is a discussion
of greek meter and a explanation written by sargent of her translation
The Iliad, rendered in Homeric verse, by L. Shadwell. [with wrappers, of book 3-6, 9]. 1844 the
homeric iliad and odyssey are among the world s foremost epics yet millennia after their composition basic
questions remain about them who was homer a real or an ideal poet when were the poems composed at a
single point in time or over centuries of composition and performance and how were the poems committed to
writing these uncertainties have been known as the homeric question and many scholars including gregory



nagy have sought to solve it in homeric responses nagy presents a series of essays that further elaborate his
theories regarding the oral composition and evolution of the homeric epics building on his previous work in
homeric questions and poetry as performance homer and beyond and responding to some of his critics he
examines such issues as the importance of performance and the interaction between audience and poet in
shaping the poetry the role of the rhapsode the performer of the poems in the composition and transmission of
the poetry the irreversible mistakes and cross references in the iliad and odyssey as evidences of artistic
creativity and the iliadic description of the shield of achilles as a pointer to the world outside the poem the polis
of the audience
The Iliad of Homer. [Book I.] Faithfully Rendered in Homeric Verse from the Original Greek. By
Philhellen Etonensis [i.e. L. Shadwell]. 1844 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
Measure and Music 1990 studies on homer and the homeric age are a comprehensive 3 volume work that
features the history of the ancient greek literature focusing on the homeric question concerning by whom when
where and under what circumstances the iliad and odyssey its foundational works were composed contents
prolegomena on the state of the homeric question the place of homer in classical education on the historic aims



of homer on the probable date of homer the probable trustworthiness of the text of homer place and authority
of homer in historical inquiry achæis ethnology of the greek races scope of the inquiry on the pelasgians and
cognate races the pelasgians and certain states naturalized or akin to greece on the phœnicians and the outer
geography of the odyssey on the catalogue on the hellenes of homer on the respective contributions of the
pelasgian and hellenic factors to the compound of the greek nation on the three greater homeric appellatives on
the homeric title of Ἄναξ Ἀνδρῶν on the connection of the hellenes and achæans with the east olympus or the
religion of the homeric age on the mixed character of the supernatural system or theo mythology of homer the
traditive element of the homeric theo mythology the inventive element of the homeric theo mythology the
composition of the olympian court and the classification of the whole supernatural order in homer the olympian
community and its members considered in themselves the olympian community and its members considered in
their influence on human society and conduct on the traces of an origin abroad for the olympian religion the
morals of the homeric age woman in the heroic age the office of the homeric poems in relation to that of the
early books of holy scripture agorè polities of the homeric age ilios trojans and greeks compared thalassa the
outer geography aoidos some points of the poetry of homer
The Iliad of Homer 1844 in this 1976 volume geoffrey kirk considers the nature of oral and epic poetry and the
meaning of an oral tradition
The Homeric Hymns: A Verse Translation 1975-11-17 this volume is a distinctive critical introduction to
homer s iliad the earliest epic poem and the earliest known work of literature in ancient greece michael silk
deals with the poem s historical context its composition and its extensive influence and relates its literary power
to the peculiar coherence and inter relation of such aspects of the poem as its style character portrayal and
ideology this revised edition takes account of recent scholarship in the field and includes an updated guide to
further reading it is essential reading for students of literature and classics
Homeric Responses 2010-01-01 marcianus graecus z 454 822 known to homeric scholars as the venetus a is
the oldest complete text of the iliad in existence meticulously crafted during the tenth century ce an impressive



thousand years old and then some its historical reach is far greater the venetus a preserves in its entirety a text
that was composed within an oral tradition that can be shown to go back as far as the second millennium bce
and the writings in its margins preserve the scholarship of ptolemaic scholars working in the second century bce
and in the centuries following two thousand years later technology offers a new opportunity to rediscover this
scholarship and better understand the epic that is the foundation of western literature the high resolution
images of the manuscript that accompany these essays were acquired by a multinational team of scholars and
conservators in may 2007
The Iliad, Rendered in Homeric Verse, by L. Shadwell. [With Wrappers, of Book 3-6, 9] 2015-09-20
this book explores the history of literary interpretation of the iliad the odyssey and the homeric hymn to
aphrodite comprising twelve chapters some previously published but extensively revised for this collection and
some appearing here in print for the first time while some chapters closely study the diction meter style and
thematic resonance of particular passages and episodes in the iliad and the odyssey others follow diverse
pathways into the interpretation of the epics including mythological allusion intertextuality the metrics of the
homeric hexameter and the fundamental contrast between divinity and humanity also included are two
chapters which focus on the work of milman parry and ioannis kakridis founders of the two most fruitful
twentieth century scholarly approaches to homeric scholarship the study of the iliad and the odyssey as
traditional oral formulaic poetry parry and the study of the poems adaptations and transformations of traditional
mythology folktales and poetic motifs in accordance with their distinctive themes and poetic purposes kakridis
the volume draws to a close with three chapters which discuss some of the most compelling poetic and critical
receptions of the iliad and the odyssey since the late nineteenth century and the institutional reception of the
epics in colleges and universities in the united states over the past two centuries written over a period of 45
years this collection reflects author seth l schein s long standing interest in and scholarly and critical approaches
to the literary interpretation of homeric poetry
The Homeric Hymn to Hermes 1975 in danish appendix in greek or latin



Studies on Homer and the Homeric Age 2023-11-14 drawing on the latest linguistic and literary theory
kahane looks at the literary significance of word repetition and linguistic patterns in homer and highlights the
sophisticated irony allusion and ambiguity in homer s discourse
Homer and the Oral Tradition 1976-12-30 the cambridge companion to homer is a guide to the essential
aspects of homeric criticism and scholarship including the reception of the poems in ancient and modern times
written by an international team of scholars it is intended to be the first port of call for students at all levels with
introductions to important subjects and suggestions for further exploration alongside traditional topics like the
homeric question the divine apparatus of the poems the formulae the characters and the archaeological
background there are detailed discussions of similes speeches the poet as story teller and the genre of epic
both within greece and worldwide the reception chapters include assessments of ancient greek and roman
readings as well as selected modern interpretations from the eighteenth century to the present day chapters on
homer in english translation and homer in the history of ideas round out the collection
Homer and His Influence 1963 john miles foley offers an innovative and straightforward approach to the
structural analysis of oral and oral derived traditional texts professor foley argues that to give the vast and
complex body of oral literature its due we must first come to terms with the endemic heterogeneity of
traditional oral epics with their individual histories genres and documents as well as both the synchronic and
diachronic aspects of their poetics until now the emphasis in studies of oral traditional works has been placed on
addressing the correspondences among traditions shared structures of formula theme and story pattern
traditional oral epic explores the incongruencies among traditions and focuses on the qualities specific to
certain oral and oral derived works it is certain to inspire further research in this field
Homer: The Iliad 2004-01-12 edited with an introduction by an internationally recognized scholar this nine
volume set represents the most exhaustive collection of essential critical writings in the field from studies of the
classic works to the history of their reception bringing together the articles that have shaped modern classical
studies the set covers greek literature in all its genres including history poetry prose oratory and philosophy



from the 6th century bc through the byzantine era since the study of greek literature encompasses the roots of
all major modern humanities disciplines the collection also includes seminal articles exploring the greek
influence on their development each volume concludes with a list of recommendations for further reading this
collection is an important resource for students and scholars of comparative literature english history philosophy
theater and rhetoric as well as the classics
Six Translations from the Old and New Testaments Into Homeric Verse 1876 building on his earlier work bakker
demonstrates the power of discourse analysis in this case a detailed analysis of the language of deixis as an
essential tool for elucidating the poetics of the homeric tradition the book deals with such varied topics as epic
formulas grammatical tense and the celebrated vividness of the homeric poems jacket
Recapturing a Homeric Legacy 2009 applying linguistic theory to the study of homeric style egbert j bakker
offers a highly innovative approach to oral poetry particularly the poetry of homer by situating formulas and
other features of oral style within the wider contexts of spoken language and communication he moves the
study of oral poetry beyond the landmark work of milman parry and albert lord one of the book s central
features related to the research of the linguist wallace chafe is bakker s conception of spoken discourse as a
sequence of short speech units reflecting the flow of speech through the consciousness of the speaker bakker
shows that such short speech units are present in homeric poetry with significant consequences for homeric
metrics and poetics considering homeric discourse as a speech process rather than as the finished product
associated with written discourse bakker s book offers a new perspective on homer as well as on other archaic
greek texts here homeric discourse appears as speech in its own right and is freed bakker suggests from the
bias of modern writing style which too easily views homeric discourse as archaic implicitly taking the style of
classical period texts as the norm bakker s perspective reaches beyond syntax and stylistics into the very heart
of homeric and ultimately oral poetics altering the status of key features such as meter and formula rethinking
their relevance to the performance of homeric poetry and leading to surprising insights into the relation
between speech and text in the encounter of the homeric tradition with writing



Homeric Epic and Its Reception 2016 he then proposes two levels of analysis a deep structure level which
describes the associations of words and ideas before they take metrical form and a surface structure level which
describes the words as they are employed on any particular occasion out of line combines formulaic and
metrical analysis expanding the study of homeric meter both in practice by taking into account larger
compositional structures such as entire scenes and in theory by using the result to test models of formulaic
composition
Homeric studies (the 1st book [&c.] of Homer's Iliad, tr. in verse) by E.L. Swifte 1868 the iliad and the odyssey
are emotional powerhouses largely because of their extensive use of direct speech yet this characteristic of the
homeric epics has led scholars to underplay the poems use of non direct speech the importance of speech
represented by characters and the overall sophistication of homeric narrative as measured by its approach to
speech representation in this pathfinding study by contrast deborah beck undertakes the first systematic
examination of all the speeches presented in the homeric poems to show that homeric speech presentation is a
unified system that includes both direct quotation and non direct modes of speech presentation drawing on the
fields of narratology and linguistics beck demonstrates that the iliad and the odyssey represent speech in a
broader and more nuanced manner than has been perceived before enabling us to reevaluate our
understanding of supposedly modern techniques of speech representation and to refine our idea of where
homeric poetry belongs in the history of western literature she also broadens ideas of narratology by connecting
them more strongly with relevant areas of linguistics as she uses both to examine the full range of speech
representational strategies in the homeric poems through this in depth analysis of how speech is represented in
the homeric poems beck seeks to make both the process of their composition and the resulting poems
themselves seem more accessible despite pervasive uncertainties about how and when the poems were put
together
The Lay of Dolon (the Tenth Book of Homer's Illiad) 1911 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced



from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact
this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
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